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Abstract
Bacterial cells have to face many challenges to survive in the form 
of environmental stresses. These environmental stresses elicit 
a strong protective response. It has been understood that these 
protective responses negatively influence the susceptibility of 
stress-exposed bacterial cells to antibiotics. This concept of stress-
induced cross resistance to antibiotics is probably a consequence 
of natural selection or due to directed mutagenesis. According to 
the theory of natural selection, it might be due to the activation of 
non-specific stress responses following exposure to one type of 
stress while directed mutagenesis explains it as a consequence 
of accelerated random mutations following stress exposure. The 
activation of stress response systems in biofilms increase the 
frequency of genetic transfers that help them acquire resistance. 
However, these hypothesized cross-talks should be precisely 
studied for definitive conclusions.
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Introduction 
Antimicrobial resistance is an emerging menace in the effective 

management of infectious diseases. This global issue has triggered 
tireless efforts and exhaustive funding from many global health 
agencies with an ultimate motive of bringing it to an end [1]. While 
much studies have been directed towards understanding this issue and 
on ways to tackle it, a few others are in hunt for alternative modalities 
to address it [2-4]. The initial step towards tackling antimicrobial 
resistance would be to understand the mechanisms of emergence 
and spread of antimicrobial resistance. In the recent times evidences 
have accumulated establishing the role of environmental stress in the 
emergence of antimicrobial resistance.

Environmental Stress and Antimicrobial Resistance
When bacterial cells are exposed to stress, they undergo a series 

of complex genomic, phenotypic and physiological alterations 
that enable endurance [5]. And these consequential maneuvering 
of bacterial cells in response to domestic environmental stress also 
induce cross-resistance against antibiotics [6-10]. Hence, it is clear that 

antimicrobial resistance is not just a consequential event following the 
exposure to antibiotics. This concept of environmental stress-induced 
cross resistance to antibiotics provides a valid explanation about the 
occurrence of drug-resistant strains in the domestic surroundings and 
health-care environment. A paper was recently published by Ebinesh 
[11] explaining this phenomenon according to which this concept 
of stress-induced cross resistance ‘questions the validity of the 
theory of natural selection’. But it necessarily does not question the 
validity of the theory of natural selection. Adaptive cross resistance 
is either consequence of natural selection or a stratum ahead of it. 
To decipher this question on evolution, a deep insight into the 
relation between bacterial stress response and antimicrobial action is 
essential. Though many workers have demonstrated stress-induced 
phenotypic and genotypic alterations that promote antimicrobial 
resistance, the sub-cellular intermediate interactions between stress 
response and antimicrobial action have not been understood. The 
possible intermediate sub-cellular mechanisms linking bacterial stress 
response and resistance to antimicrobial action are as follows.

Sequential response

In 1988, Heidenreich demonstrated that the mutation rates 
are higher in respiration-deficient Saccharomyces cerevisiae when 
compared to respiration-competent strains [12]. Applying the above 
quoted work to bacteria, it can be inferred that the nature selects a clone 
of bacterial cells among the existing population. Following exposure 
to stress, these selected clones of bacterial cells activate stress-specific 
protective responses. Ultimately, the cells enter a state of transient 
hypermutability bringing about multiple random mutations [11]. 
Occasionally, these random mutations are advantageous rendering 
refractoriness to antibiotics also. It is also clear that only few specific 
factors produce mutations [13]. There also remains a question whether 
it is due to a process of evolution or merely the inability of bacterial 
cell to repair its own DNA when subjected to stress as a measure of 
energy conservation.

Collective response

Al-Mahin [14] designed a recombinant strain of Lactococcus 
lactis NZ9000 which was capable of expressing E. coli dnaK gene 
on exposure to stress. They observed that this strain of Lactococcus 
lactis was resistant to multiple stresses in comparison to other non-
recombinant strains of Lactococcus lactis. They attributed this measure 
of resistance to the production of dnaK protein which is homologous 
to hsp70. It is clear that inducing the expression of a single type of 
molecular chaperone might result in the development of cross 
resistance to multiple other stresses. Exposure to a single type of stress 
activates a stress sensor molecule such as heat shock proteins. These 
sensors in turn non-specifically activate collective stress responses. As 
result of activation of multiple non-specific stress response cascades, 
a collection of alterations occur in the bacterial cell that make them 
resistant to various other stresses without prior exposure

Recombinant response 

It is well-known that biofilm formation is one of the major 
bacterial survival strategies. Planktonic form of bacterial cells on 
exposure to an adverse environment form matrix-enclosed accretions 
called biofilms [15, 16]. It has been well documented that these 
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biofilm are highly refractory to the action of antimicrobials than the 
planktonic forms. The stability of these biofilms are enhanced by high 
frequency of genetic combinations and gene transfers [17]. Stewart 
[18] demonstrated a positive correlation between the expression 
of stress response genes (such as anr, rpoS, and relA spoT that 
regulate hypoxic stress, stationary-phase growth and osmotic stress 
respectively) by Pseudomonas aeruginosa biofilm and the degree of 
antimicrobial resistance they exhibited. They also compared the 
ciprofloxacin susceptibility of wild type Pseudomonas aeruginosa 
biofilms with the biofilms formed by mutant strains deficient in anr, 
rpoS, and relA spoT. The biofilms formed by mutant strains were more 
susceptible to the antimicrobial action of ciprofloxacin than the wild 
type biofilms. This makes it clear that stress response systems impact 
the ability of biofilms to tolerate antibiotics. However, they were 
not able to determine the specific underlying mechanisms. It can be 
hypothesized that activation of these stress response systems increase 
the frequency of genetic transfer and recombination as a result of 
which the biofilms acquire multiple resistance determinants [19]. 

The above mechanisms bring about a series of complex alterations 
in the genotype and phenotype of bacterial cells. The phenotypic 
changes such as change in membrane fluidity, reconstitution of 
membrane cholesterol content, etc are transient. But the genotypic 
alterations bring about a permanent change in the physiology of 
bacterial cell [6,8]. Environmental stresses influence the antibiotic-
bacteria dynamics. This interaction results in a heterogeneous 
population of bacterial cells that are resistant to antibiotics [20]. 
These interactions resulting in cross resistance to antibiotics can be a 
component of natural selection through the activation of non-specific 
collective response or adaptive mutagenesis. Therefore, in relation to 
the theory of natural selection, the concept of stress-induced cross 
resistance to antibiotics might be the result of activation of multiple 
non-specific cascades that enable endurance to other factors as well. 
If interpreted with accordance to directed mutagenesis, it is probably 
due to an increased rate of random mutations after selection is applied 
on a population of bacterial cells. In biofilms, activation of stress-
response systems increase the frequency of genetic recombination. The 
sequential cascade of molecular interactions following stress exposure that 
alter the susceptibility of bacterial cells to antibiotics need further precise 
exploration. Above discussed are the possible mechanisms of cross-talk 
between the functioning of stress response systems and mechanisms of 
antimicrobial action. However, they should to be precisely defined by 
robust scientific methods. Understanding the cross-talk between stress 
response systems and antimicrobial action will provide putative sites to 
interfere the emergence of antimicrobial resistance.
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